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Introduction In recent decades, an increasing number of panel data sets with longer time series have become



available for economic analysis. In this paper, we investigate the possible benefits of using such panel data in estimating a general dynamic structure described by an infinite order panel autoregressive (AR) model. To this end, we follow recent studies in dynamic panel analyses by using an asymptotic approximation with not only a cross-sectional dimension N but also a time series dimension T that tends to infinity. For example, using this type of asymptotic framework, Hahn and Kuersteiner (2002), Alvarez and Arellano (2003) and Hayakawa (2009) among others, have investigated the properties of various estimators for finite order panel AR models. We consider a more general dynamic linear model that is less subject to problems caused by possible model misspecification.1 Our approach is to approximate a panel AR model of infinite order by letting the AR order p increase with T . Such an idea of the AR sieve approximation in estimating a general linear model has long been used in the time series analysis literature. To the best of our knowledge, however, it has yet to be used in the inference of dynamic panel models. It is our intention to fill the gap between these two bodies of literature. There are a number of important empirical issues to which our method can be applied. In macroeconomic analysis, the long-run cumulative effect of productivity or demand shocks on the economy is often of interest and time series data have been used to measure the persistence of shocks. Once the general linear model is expressed as an AR model of infinite order, the sum of the AR coefficients (SAR) can be used as a formal measure of the persistence. The AR sieve estimator of the SAR, however, is known to converge at a rate of √



p T /p which is slower than the order of



T . By incorporating cross-sectional information, our dynamic panel procedure can offer increased 1



There are several studies similar in spirit to ours. Phillips and Moon (1999) consider long-run average relations in a panel data model but do not consider the inference of long autoregressions. Lee (2006) examines the asymptotic bias of the fixed effects (FE) estimator of a panel AR model of infinite order, but his results do not include the asymptotic distribution of the estimator. Okui (2010) considers the asymptotically unbiased estimation of autocovariances and autocorrelation, which does not require prespecified dynamic panel models.
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precision of the persistence estimator with its convergence rate √



p N T /p which can be faster than



T . As an empirical illustration, we estimate the SAR of the law of one price (LOP) deviations



among US cities based on the micro price panel data of individual goods used in Crucini, Shintani and Tsuruga (2015). Another useful application of our approach is the literature on dynamic panel vector AR (VAR) models. Allowing for heterogeneity among households and firms by using micro data has become an important issue in recent VAR analyses. For example, Franco and Philippon (2007) and Head, Lloyd-Ellis and Sun (2014), among others, estimate structural panel VAR models with a moderately large number of time series observations T . The use of such VAR models without prespecifying the lag length can be justified by our results for the multivariate case. We begin our analysis with the fixed effects (FE) estimator. Under some regularity conditions, we show the consistency and asymptotic normality of the FE estimator which are comparable to those of the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator in a time series setting, including the ones obtained by Lewis and Reinsel (1985). The presence of the individual fixed effects in the dynamic panel setting, however, makes the analysis more complicated than in the time series setting, creating an asymptotic bias of order



√



p/T . If an intercept term is included in the analysis of Lewis and



Reinsel (1985), there will also be a bias term of the same order. However, it converges to zero √ √ √ at a rate faster than the rate of convergence of the OLS estimator ( T ) because T × p/T = p p/T → 0 under p/T → 0 which is implied by the rate conditions used to prove the consistency and asymptotic normality of the OLS estimator. Therefore, no bias term shows up in the asymptotic distribution when N = 1. In panel data settings, the order of the bias of the FE estimator is still √



p/T , but the FE estimator converges at a faster rate of



distribution is contaminated by a bias of order



√



N T . As a consequence, the asymptotic



p √ √ pN/T (= N T × p/T ).



Because of the incidental parameters problem of Neyman and Scott (1948), the FE estimator in dynamic panel data models is known to be biased when N/T is not very small (see, e.g., Nickell, 1981, Kiviet, 1995 and Hahn and Kuersteiner, 2002). One of the important implications of the
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paper is that the bias can be even more problematic in the estimation of panel AR models of infinite order because the bias increases with the lag order p used in the AR sieve approximation, so that using a sieve AR approach to mitigate the effects of lag order misspecification can adversely contribute to a larger bias. To eliminate the increased magnitude of the first order bias, we propose a bias-corrected FE (BCFE) estimator based on the consistent estimator of the theoretical bias term. A Monte Carlo simulation suggests that our proposed BCFE estimator works well in reducing the bias of the FE estimator which is not negligible with the sample sizes typically available in practice.2 Based on the theoretical results for the asymptotic normality, we can consider asymptotically valid standard errors and an asymptotically valid automatic lag selection procedure in an AR sieve approximation, both of which are useful in conducting inference. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our model is described in Section 2. The FE estimator and the BCFE estimators are introduced and their asymptotic properties are investigated in Section 3. The finite-sample performance of the estimators is examined in Section 4, and our approach is applied to the real data in Section 5. Concluding remarks are made in Section 6. All mathematical proofs are collected in the appendix and the supplemental material available on the authors’ web sites. We use the following notation: for a sequence of vector ait , we let at = (a1t , . . . , aN t )0 . The same convention applies to a sequence of a vector denoted by ait (p) so that at (p) = (a1t (p), . . . , aN t (p))0 . A constant C represents an arbitrary constant.
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The Model Suppose that we observe panel data {{yit }Tt=1 }N i=1 . We assume that yit is generated from an 2



Kiviet (1995), Hahn and Kuersteiner (2002) and Lee (2012) discuss bias correction in finite order panel AR models. Han, Phillips and Sul (2014) propose an alternative transformation of the data that leads to unbiased estimation.
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AR process of possibly infinite order with individual specific effects. Namely, the model is: yit = µi +



∞ X



αk yi,t−k + it ,



(1)



k=1



where µi is an unobservable individual effect and it is an unobservable innovation with mean zero and variance σ 2 . The AR parameters, {αk }∞ k=1 , are assumed to be identical across i: namely, we assume that the dynamics are homogeneous across observational units. The individual effect, µi , is included in order to capture the heterogeneity across individuals. Controlling for unobserved heterogeneity using individual effects is an important advantage of panel data analysis. The stationarity of yit is imposed throughout the paper. In what follows, we consider the situation in which both the cross-sectional sample size, N , and the length of the time series, T , are large. The specification (1) is quite general and can include various linear stationary time series such as stationary and invertible panel autoregressive-moving-average (ARMA) models with individual effects. Much applied work, especially in time series, relies on this representation. To estimate (1), we follow the time series literature on AR sieve estimation and utilize its approximated model: yit = µi +



p X



αk yi,t−k + uit,p ,



(2)



k=1



where uit,p = bit,p + it with bit,p =



P∞



k=p+1 αk yi,t−k .



The term bit,p represents the error caused by



approximating the true infinite order AR model given by (1) using the AR model with a truncated lag, p, given by (2). This approximated model is convenient in maintaining the computational simplicity of the parametric finite order AR model while making the effect of the model misspecification disappear asymptotically. We make the following assumptions throughout the paper. Assumption 1. (i) {it } is independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time and across individuals with mean zero, 0 < E(2it ) = σ 2 < ∞, and E|it |2r ≤ C, for some r > 2; (ii) it is independent of µi for all i and t; (iii)



P∞



k=1 |αk |
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< ∞ and



P∞



k=1 αk z



k



6= 0 for any |z| ≤ 1; (iv)



yi,1−s , s = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are generated from the stationary distribution; (v) p1/2



P∞



k=p+1 |αk |



→ 0 as



p → ∞. We note that Lewis and Reinsel (1985) impose assumptions similar to Assumption 1 to estimate the AR estimators in time series.3 In Assumption 1(i), we focus on i.i.d. errors {it } for the sake of simplicity, as in Lewis and Reinsel (1985). The i.i.d. error assumption can be relaxed to allow for a martingale difference sequence at the cost of stronger moment conditions, as in Gon¸calves and Killian (2007). Assumption 1(ii) is used for the moving average representation of the model. Assumption 1(iii) indicates that yit is stationary and can be represented by an infinite order moving average process. Considering cases in which yit is an integrated process is beyond the scope of this paper. Assumption 1(iv) can be relaxed because the influence of the initial observations is not decisive when T is sufficiently large. However, relaxing it would make the mathematical argument extremely tedious. Assumption 1(v) is a commonly used assumption in the literature on AR sieve estimation, which implies that the approximation error should not be too large. This assumption imposes smoothness on the spectral density of the process. It is also useful for our purpose to introduce an infinite order moving average representation of (1): yit = ηi +



∞ X



ψk i,t−k ,



k=0



where ψ0 ≡ 1,



P∞



j=0 |ψj |



< ∞ and ηi = µi /(1 −



P∞



k=1 αk ).



This representation is justified by



Assumption 1. Let Γp be the variance–covariance matrix of the vector (wit , . . . , wi,t−p+1 )0 where wit = yit −ηi = P∞



k=0 ψk i,t−k .



Note that Γp does not depend on i. Assumption 1 implies that Γp is positive definite



and its eigenvalues do not diverge. 3



Lewis and Reinsel (1985) start with a linear process and impose assumptions on the linear process. They then obtain an infinite order AR representation of the linear process.
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3



Main Results This section introduces the conventional FE estimator to estimate parameters in the approxi-



mated model (2). We then show the asymptotic property of the estimator and compare it to that used in time series estimation, namely that of Lewis and Reinsel (1985). A BCFE estimator is also developed.



3.1



The FE estimator



To define the estimator, we introduce the vector representation of the approximated model (2) as follows: yit = µi + xit (p)0 α(p) + uit,p



(3)



where xit (p) = (yi,t−1 , . . . , yi,t−p )0 and α(p) = (α1 , . . . , αp )0 . The first step in FE estimation is to eliminate the individual effects by subtracting individual averages. Let 1 (yi,p+1 + · · · + yiT ) , T −p 1 x ˜it (p) = xit (p) − (xi,p+1 (p) + · · · + xiT (p)) T −p y˜it = yit −



and u ˜it,p be similarly defined. By rewriting the model (3) in terms of the transformed variables, we have: y˜it = x ˜it (p)0 α(p) + u ˜it,p ,



(4)



which does not contain the individual effects. Applying OLS to (4) yields the FE estimator, denoted by α ˆ F (p):  α ˆ F (p) = 



T X



−1 0



x ˜t (p) x ˜t (p)



t=p+1



T X



x ˜t (p)0 y˜t .



t=p+1



We define consistency as the property that the probability limit of the distance between the estimator and the true value of the parameter converges to zero where we use the Euclidean distance ||a|| = 4



√



a0 a for a vector a.4 The following theorem shows the consistency of α ˆ F (p).



An alternative way of defining the consistency of α(p) ˆ is supk |α ˆ k −αk | →p 0, where we set α ˆ k = 0 for k > p. Note
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Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then, if N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, we have: ||ˆ αF (p) − α(p)|| →p 0. Next we show the asymptotic normality of a linear combination of the estimated AR parameters. Let `p be an arbitrary deterministic sequence of p × 1 vectors such that 0 < C1 ≤ ||`p ||2 = `0p `p ≤ C2 < ∞ for p = 1, 2, · · · for some C1 and C2 .5 Our parameter of interest is limp→∞ `0p α(p). For example, if we are interested in the kth AR coefficient, αk , for 1 ≤ k ≤ p, our choice of `p would be ek = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)0 where ek is a p × 1 selection vector with the kth element being one and other elements being zero. The following theorem presents the asymptotic distribution of the FE estimator `0p α ˆ F (p). Let vp2 = σ 2 `0p Γ−1 p `p , which turns out to be the asymptotic variance of all the estimators considered in this paper. Note that Assumption 1(iii) guarantees that the maximum eigenvalue of Γ−1 is p bounded, which implies that vp2 is bounded away from zero. Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then, if N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with √



NT



P∞



k=p+1 |αk |



→ 0, p2 /T → 0 and p3 N/(T min(N 2 , T 2 )) → 0, we have: p   N (T − p) `0p α ˆ F (p) − `0p α(p) + `0p Γ−1 p B/T /vp →d N (0, 1),



where B=



T X 1 (T − p)



t−1 X



− σ 2 ψt−1−m (p),



t=p+1 m=p+1



− wik (p) = (wi,k , . . . , wi,k−p+1 )0 and ψt−1−m (p) = (ψt−1−m , ψt−2−m , . . . , ψt−p−m ).



The theorem shows that `0p α ˆ F (p) is asymptotically normal, but also asymptotically biased. We see as well that the convergence rate of `0p α ˆ F (p) is



√



N T when we ignore the bias term. The result



that our definition of consistency is actually stronger than this alternative definition. This is because supk |α ˆ k − αk | ≤ ||α(p) ˆ − α(p)|| + supk>p |αk | →p 0 if ||α(p) ˆ − α(p)|| →p 0 and p → ∞. 5 Lewis and Reinsel (1985) consider the same normalization `p .
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in Theorem 2 extends that in Theorem 4 of Lewis and Reinsel (1985) from the time series context to the panel data context. A caveat is that the above result does not immediately imply that



p N (T − p)[`0p α ˆ F (p)−`0p α(p)+



2 `0p Γ−1 p B/T ] →d N (0, limN,T →∞ vp ). Additional conditions would be required for the convergence of



vp and the weak convergence of



p



  N (T − p) `0p α ˆ F (p) − `0p α(p) + `0p Γ−1 p B/T . Note that the same



comment applies to the results of Lewis and Reinsel (1985). See Kuersteiner (2005) for this point. Nonetheless, we show in the above theorem that once divided by vp ,



p N (T − p)[`0p α ˆ F (p)−`0p α(p)+



`0p Γ−1 p B/T ]/vp , weakly converges to the standard normal distribution and we note that this result is useful for inference.



3.2



Comparisons with the OLS estimator in univariate time series



In this section, we carefully compare our asymptotic results of the FE estimator for an infinite order panel AR model with those of the univariate version of Lewis and Reinsel (1985). If we set N = 1, our model reduces to a conventional infinite order AR process of which the estimators and their asymptotic theory have long been developed in the literature on time series analysis, including Berk (1974), Lewis and Reinsel (1985), L¨ utkepohl and Poskitt (1991), L¨ utkepohl and Saikkonen (1997) and Gon¸calves and Kilian (2007), among others. However, applying this sieve AR framework is new in dynamic panel data analysis. First, the result in Theorem 1 can be viewed as an extension of the consistency of AR coefficient estimators from a time series to a panel data context. The main difference between this result and that of Lewis and Reinsel (1985) is that the required condition in our case is p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0 but in the case of time series it is p2 /T → 0. To understand the role of our condition, it is useful to note that p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0 is equivalent to p2 /(N T ) → 0 and p/T → 0. The first part p2 /(N T ) → 0 is the condition for the variance to tend to 0, as a large N reduces the variance in a panel data setting. Note that p2 /T → 0 is the corresponding condition for Lewis and Reinsel (1985). The second part p/T → 0 is used to bound higher order moments. 8



Second, the result in Theorem 2 extends that in Theorem 4 of Lewis and Reinsel (1985) from the time series context to the panel data context. However, unlike in time series, `0p α ˆ F (p) is asymptotically biased. This asymptotic bias is what distinguishes our analysis from that of time series. To better understand the structure of the bias in our analysis, we can utilize a convenient decomposition formula. As uit,p = bit,p + it , the transformed error u ˜it,p is the sum of ˜bit,p = bit,p −



PT



t0 =p+1 bit0 ,p /(T



− p) and ˜it = it −



PT



t0 =p+1 it0 /(T



− p). For this reason, the total bias can



be decomposed as: E (ˆ α (p) − α(p))  F T X 1 ˆ Fp )−1 x ˜t (p)0 u ˜t,p  = E (Γ N (T − p) t=p+1     T T X X 1 1 ˆ Fp )−1 ˆ Fp )−1 = E (Γ x ˜t (p)0˜bt,p  + E (Γ x ˜t (p)0 ˜t , N (T − p) N (T − p) t=p+1 t=p+1 {z } | {z } | truncation bias



fundamental bias



where ˆ Fp = Γ



T X 1 x ˜t (p)0 x ˜t (p). N (T − p) t=p+1



The first term is the bias that arises because we estimate the AR model with a truncated lag length, not the true infinite order AR model. Throughout the paper, we refer to this bias as ‘truncation bias.’ Similarly, we refer to the second term as ‘fundamental bias’ because this part of the bias is present even if we estimate the true finite order AR model with the correct lag length. While the truncation bias may not be negligible in finite samples, it vanishes in our asymptotic analysis because of our assumption



√



NT



P∞



k=p+1 |αk |



→ 0. This assumption implies that p, N and



√ T should satisfy supk>p+1 |αk | = o( N T ). If p increases very slowly, the approximation error does not vanish fast enough and a bias of the estimator appears. For example, if wit follows a finite order stationary and invertible ARMA process, αk decays exponentially and p must grow at a rate faster than log(N T ) (i.e., log(N T )/p → 0 is needed). 9



It is the second term, namely the fundamental bias, that appears in Theorem 2. We impose the condition,



√



NT



P∞



p+1 |αk |



→ 0, in the theorem so that the truncation bias vanishes. The



reason that we impose this condition to only present the fundamental bias in the theorem is that the truncated bias cannot be estimated whereas the fundamental bias can be estimated and a biascorrected estimator can be developed. The order of the fundamental bias term is



√



p/T , which



is the same order as that in a general time series model. However, it may affect the asymptotic distribution because



√



NT ×



√



p/T may not converge to 0.



To gain further insight into the bias, we will make a parallel comparison with a time series analysis. Consider a truncated representation of a univariate AR model of infinite order. yt = µ + xt (p)0 α(p) + ut,p where ut,p = bt,p + t with bt,p =



P∞



k=p+1 αk yt−k ,



Consider an OLS estimator α ˆ OLS (p): 



T X



α ˆ OLS (p) = 



xt (p) = (yt−1 , . . . , yt−p )0 and α(p) = (α1 , . . . , αp )0 .



−1 0



x ˜t (p)˜ xt (p)



t=p+1



where x ˜t (p) = xt (p) −



P







T t0 =p+1 xt0 (p)



T X



x ˜t (p)˜ yt ,



t=p+1



/(T − p) and y˜t (p) = yt (p) −



P







T t0 =p+1 yt0 (p)



/(T − p). We



can consider a similar bias decomposition as in the panel data case E (ˆ α (p) − α(p))  OLS    T T X X ˆ p )−1 1 ˆ p )−1 1 x ˜t (p)˜bt,p  + E (Γ x ˜t (p)˜ t  = E (Γ T −p T −p t=p+1



t=p+1



where ˆp = Γ



T X 1 x ˜t (p)˜ xt (p)0 , T −p t=p+1



˜bt,p = bt,p −



PT



t0 =p+1 bt0 ,p /(T



− p), and ˜t = t −



PT



t0 =p+1 t0 /(T



the fundamental bias6 as in the panel data case and is of order 6



− p). The second term above is



√



p/T .7 However, the fundamental



We note that the fundamental bias term here is essentially identical to the term that causes incidental parameter bias in the panel AR(1) model. 7 We note that there is no such bias in Lewis and Reinsel (1985) because they do not include an intercept in their AR model.
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bias does not affect the asymptotic distribution of α ˆ OLS (p) in time series settings. The asymptotic bias vanishes because



√



p √ √ T ( p/T ) = p/T → 0 given the convergence rate of α ˆ OLS (p) at T and



the lag growth condition of p/T → 0, which is implied by the rate conditions for the consistency and asymptotic normality of α ˆ OLS (p). On the other hand, in general, the asymptotic bias may remain in the panel data setting because α ˆ F (p) converges at a rate



√



√



p √ N T ( p/T ) = pN/T may not converge to zero given



N T . Even if p/T → 0 is satisfied, N can be of the same or larger order



than (p/T )−1 . In the special case of fixed and finite p, the asymptotic bias becomes proportional to the limit of



p N/T . This case corresponds to the well-known outcome that the FE estimator is



asymptotically biased in dynamic panel data models with finite AR lags (see, e.g., Nickell, 1981, Kiviet, 1995, Hahn and Kuersteiner, 2002 and Lee, 2012). In the context of increasing p, N/T → 0 is not sufficient for the bias to vanish and the bias is increasing with p. Therefore, we note that using the sieve AR approach to mitigate the effects of lag order misspecification can adversely contribute to a larger incidental parameter bias.



3.3



BCFE estimator



P ˆ ˜ k ))ιp /(T − We now consider a bias correction. We correct the bias by using B/T = (ˆ σ 2 /(1− pk=1 α p), where ιp is the p × 1 vector of ones and α ˜ k are the FE estimators for αk . We note that B/T ≈ σ 2



P∞



k=0 ψk ιp /(T



− p) and



P∞



k=0 ψk



= 1/(1 −



P∞



k=1 αk ).



ˆ may be a natural estimaThus, B



tor of B. Our BCFE estimator is given by: ˆ Fp )−1 B/T. ˆ α ˆ BF (p) = α ˆ F (p) + (Γ The following theorem gives the consistency of the BCFE estimator. Theorem 3. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then, if N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, we have: ||ˆ αBF (p) − α(p)|| →p 0. The asymptotic normality result is provided below. 11



Theorem 4. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then, if N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with



√



NT



P∞



k=p+1 |αk |



→ 0, p3 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, p2 /T → 0 and p3 N/(T min(N 2 , T 2 )) → 0, we



have: p   N (T − p) `0p (α ˆ BF (p) − α(p)) /vp →d N (0, 1). This theorem shows that our bias-corrected estimator can effectively eliminate the asymptotic bias. It is remarkable that this bias correction does not inflate the bias asymptotically.



3.4



Estimation of the sum of the AR coefficients



The sum of the AR coefficients (SAR) defined by SAR =



∞ X



αk ,



k=1



can capture the long-run cumulative effect of a shock. We pay special attention to this measure because of its importance in empirical applications. The SAR can be estimated as: [ F = √p`∗0 SAR ˆ F (p) pα √ √ √ with `∗p = ιp / p = (1/ p, . . . , 1/ p)0 where ιp is a p × 1 vector of ones. Based on the results of Theorem 2, we have two remarks regarding the estimation of SAR. [ F is First, from the results in Theorem 2, the convergence rate of SAR than



√



p N T /p, which is slower



[ F can be presented around SAR. Note N T . Second, the asymptotic distribution of SAR



that the difference between SAR and by the assumption



√



NT



P∞



Pp



k=p+1 |αk |



k=1 αk is



P∞



k=p+1 αk



which is of smaller order than



p N T /p



→ 0. This observation implies that the asymptotic results in



√ Theorem 2 hold even if we replace `0p α(p) with SAR/ p. The same remark applies to the BCFE estimator. −1 [ F , a simple bias-correction method can be employed. In this case, we have `∗0 For SAR p Γp ιp ≈



√



p(1 −



P∞



2 2 k=1 αk ) /σ



[ F /√p is approximated by √p(1 − so that the bias of `∗0 ˆ F (p) = SAR pα



[ BF , may be obtained SAR)/(T − p). As a result, the BCFE estimator of SAR, denoted by SAR 12



by solving: √ p 1 [ 1 [ [ BF ), SAR = SAR + (1 − SAR √ √ BF F p p T −p so that [F + p . [ BF = T − p SAR SAR T T



(5)



This BCFE estimator may be considered the limit of iterating the bias correction (see, e.g., Hahn and Newey (2004, p. 1299)).8



3.5



Standard errors



Computing the standard errors of the FE and BCFE estimators requires the consistent estima2 tion of vp2 = σ 2 `0p Γ−1 p `p . A natural estimator of vp is:







2 vˆp,F



 N X T X 1 ˆ Fp )−1 `p . =  (˜ yit − x ˜it (p)0 α ˆ F (p))2  `0p (Γ N (T − p) i=1 t=p+1



Alternatively, one may estimate vp2 by using α ˆ BF (p) in place of α ˆ F (p). We denote this variance estimator by vˆp,BF . 2 2 The following theorem shows the consistency of the variance estimators vˆp,F and vˆp,BF .



Theorem 5. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with 2 − v 2 → 0 and v 2 p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, then vˆp,F ˆp,BF − vp2 →p 0. p p



The proof is in the supplemental material. The variance estimators are consistent when α ˆ F (p) and α ˆ BF (p) are consistent. Note that additional assumptions are required to show that vp converges and this is the reason why we state 2 −v 2 → 0 but not v 2 the result as vˆp,F ˆp,F →p vp . Nonetheless, this result is sufficient for our purpose. p p 8 A remarkable observation is that this BCFE estimator of SAR reduces not only the bias but also the variance. As p/T is nonrandom and (T − p)/T < 1, the variance of the BCFE estimator must be smaller than that of the FE estimator.
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3.6



Lag selection



The estimation procedures require the lag order of the approximated model, p, to be chosen by researchers. In choosing p, we consider the following general-to-specific rule. This automatic rule follows a procedure similar to the one considered in Ng and Perron (1995) which tests for the significance of the coefficients on lags.9 Each step of the general-to-specific rules uses the t-statistic for the coefficient on the highest lag in the model. Let ep be the p × 1 vector whose pth element is 1 and other elements are zero. Let √ tp (ˆ α(p)) =



N T e0p α ˆ (p)/ˆ vp ,



where α ˆ (p) and vˆp are estimators of α(p) and vp with `p = ep , respectively. The statistics tp (ˆ α(p)) are the t-test statistics for the null hypothesis αp = 0 based on estimator α ˆ (p). The general-to-specific procedure is the following. We a priori set the maximum possible value of p, denoted pmax . Let pˆ be the maximum value of p such that |tp (ˆ α(p))| > z0.5α , where z0.5α is the upper 0.5α quantile of the standard normal distribution, for p = 1, 2, . . . , pmax . This pˆ is the lag length chosen by this general-to-specific procedure. An alternative explanation of the rule is the following. We keep the pth-lag if its coefficient is statistically significant in the AR(p) specification. Otherwise, we drop the pth-lag, estimate the AR(p − 1) model and test the significance of the coefficient of the (p − 1)th-lag. We repeat this process until the coefficient becomes statistically significant or p reaches zero. The following theorem gives the rate of pˆ. Theorem 6. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Let pmin be such that pmin < pmax , pmax − 9



One may also consider information criteria. However, the rate of the lag length chosen by an information criterion is found to be of order log(T ). See, e.g., Hannan and Deistler (1988, Section 6.6) and Ng and Perron (1995). This fact leads us to conjecture that the rate is of order log(N T ) in the case of dynamic panel models. However, such a rate does not satisfy the condition for the truncation bias to be negligible in the asymptotic distribution. On the other hand, Kuersteiner (2005) argues that a modified Akaike information criterion yields an adequate lag length if the true process follows a VARMA model.
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√



P∞



→ 0 as N, T, pmin , pmax → ∞. Suppose that N , T and



p = pmax satisfy the conditions



p N (T − p)`0p (ˆ α(p) − α(p))/vp →d N (0, 1) and vˆp →p vp . Then it



pmin → ∞, and



N T pmax



k=pmin +1 |αk |



holds that P (ˆ p < pmin ) → 0 as N, T, pmin , pmax → ∞. The proof is in the supplemental material. This theorem implies that we can choose p using the general-to-specific procedure such that it satisfies the requirement for the asymptotic normality of an estimator by appropriately setting the rate of pmax . In the simulations presented below, we set pmax = O(T 1/4 ) under which all the conditions for the theoretical analysis hold.



3.7



Multivariate extension



Although we focus on a univariate panel data model, the results of the paper can be extended to multivariate panel data models. In this section, we outline the multivariate generalizations of the estimation of the univariate panel model developed in the previous sections to highlight the potential wide applicability of our methodology. Consider a multivariate panel AR model of infinite order: Yit = µi +



∞ X



Ak Yi,t−k + Eit ,



k=1



where Yit is an r × 1 vector, Ak is an r × r matrix of coefficients, µi is an r × 1 vector of individual effects, and Eit is an r × 1 vector of unobservable innovations which is a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors with mean 0 and positive definite covariance matrix Σ. Similarly to the univariate case, we can approximate the model by: Yit = µi +



p X



Ak Yi,t−k + Uit ,



k=1



where Uit =



P∞



k=p+1 Ak Yi,t−k



0 0 + Eit . Let Xit (p) = (Yi,t−1 , . . . , Yi,t−p )0 (an rp × 1 vector) and



A(p) = (A1 , . . . , Ap ) (an r × rp matrix). Then, the approximated model can be written using
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matrix notation as: Yit = µi + A(p)Xit (p) + Uit . To define the FE estimator, we first eliminate the fixed effects via a transformation. Let Y˜it = Yit −



PT



s=p+1 Yis /(T −p),



PT ˜ it (p) = Xit (p)− PT ˜ X s=p+1 Xis (p)/(T −p), and Uit = Uit − s=p+1 Uis /(T −



p). Then, the transformed variables satisfy: ˜ it (p) + U ˜it . Y˜it = A(p)X



(6)



˜ t (p) = (X ˜ 1t (p), . . . , X ˜ N t (p))0 , an N × rp Let Y˜t = (Y˜1t , . . . , Y˜N t )0 , an N × r matrix. Similarly, let X matrix, and Et = (E1t , . . . , EN t )0 , an N × rp matrix. Applying OLS to (6), we obtain the FE estimator for the multivariate panel data model as follows: −1  T T X X ˜ t (p) . ˜ t (p)0 X ˜ t (p)  X Y˜t0 X AˆF (p) = t=p+1



t=p+1



Let `pr be an arbitrary deterministic sequence of pr × 1 vectors such that 0 < C1 ≤ k`pr k2 ≤ C2 < ∞ for p = 1, 2, . . . for some C1 and C2 . Let  Vp2 = `0pr Γ−1 p ⊗ Σ `pr , where Γp is an rp×rp matrix whose (m, n)th (r×r) block of elements is E((Yit −µi )(Yi,t+m−n −µi )0 ). We also impose the following assumption. Assumption 2. (i) {Eit } is independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time and across individuals with mean zero, 0 < E(Eit Eit0 ) = Σ < ∞, and E|eit,k |2r ≤ C for any k and some r > 2, where eit,k is the k-th element of Eit ; (ii) Eit is independent of µi for all i and t; (iii) P∞



k=0 kAk k



P k < ∞ and det( ∞ k=0 Ak z ) 6= 0 for any |z| ≤ 1; (iv) Yi,1−s , s = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are generated



from the stationary distribution; (v) p1/2



P∞



k=p+1 kAk k



→ 0 as p → ∞.



This assumption is a multivariate analog of Assumption 1. In Theorem 7, we derive the consistency and asymptotic normality of the multivariate FE estimator. 16



Theorem 7. Suppose that Assumption 2 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, then we have: kAˆF (p) − A(p)k →p 0. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with



√



NT



P∞



k=p+1 kAk k



→ 0, p2 /T → 0 and p3 N/(T min(N 2 , T 2 )) →



0, then: p



N (T −



p)`0pr vec



  B −1 ˆ AF (p) − A(p) + Γp /Vp →d N (0, 1), T



where B=



T X T (T − p)2



t−1 X



ΣΨt−1−m (p),



t=p+2 m=p+1



Ψk (p) = (Ψ0k , . . . , Ψ0k−p+1 ) and Ψk is the k-th order coefficient matrix of an MA(∞) representation of Yit . The proof is in the supplemental material and is similar to those of Theorems 1 and 2. We also consider a bias-corrected estimator. Let ˆp = Γ



T X 1 ˜ t (p), ˜ t (p)0 X X N (T − p) t=p+1



and p



X ˆ = T Σ ˆ Ir − B Aˆ0k T −p



!−1 ⊗ ιp ,



k=1



where Aˆk s are the FE estimators and Ir is the r × r identity matrix. Our BCFE estimator for multivariate models is given by: ˆΓ ˆ −1 /T. AˆBF (p) = AˆF (p) + B p The following theorem states the consistency and asymptotic normality of the BCFE estimator.
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Theorem 8. Suppose that Assumption 2 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, then we have: kAˆBF (p) − A(p)k →p 0. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with



√



NT



P∞



k=p+1 kAk k



→ 0, p3 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, p2 /T → 0



and p3 N/(T min(N 2 , T 2 )) → 0, then   p N (T − p)`0pr vec AˆBF (p) − A(p) /Vp →d N (0, 1). The proof is in the supplemental material and is similar to those of Theorems 3 and 4.
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Monte Carlo Experiments In this section, we conduct Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the accuracy of our asymptotic



results on various dynamic panel estimators in finite samples. We generate samples from the following ARMA(1,1) model: yit = ηi + φyi,t−1 + it + θi,t−1 , where φ = {0.5, 0.99}, θ = 0.4 and ηi ∼ N (0, 1) is independent across i, it ∼ N (0, 1) is independent across i and t. The individual effect ηi and idiosyncratic error it are also independently drawn. We estimate the first AR coefficient α1 and the sum of the AR coefficients (SAR)



P∞



k=1 αk



using the



FE estimator α ˆ F (p) and the BCFE estimator α ˆ BF (p). When φ = 0.5 (DGP1), true α1 and SAR are 0.9 and 0.643, respectively. When φ = 0.99 (DGP2), the impulse response function is hump-shaped with true α1 being 1.390 and the process becomes highly persistent with the true SAR being near unity at 0.993. For each process, yi0 are generated from the (conditional) stationary distribution:



 yi0 |ηi ∼ N



ηi 1 + θ2 + 2φθ , 1−φ 1 − φ2



 .



The pairs of N and T we consider are taken from the set {25, 50, 100}. All the Monte Carlo simulation results are based on 10,000 replications. 18



For the choice of lag length p in approximated AR models, we consider both the fixed case and automatically selected case. For the fixed case, we follow a conventional rule of thumb from the time series literature and use p = [12(T /100)1/4 ] where [x] is the integer part of x. This fixed rule provides p = 8, 10 and 12 for T = 25, 50 and 100, respectively. The automatic lag selection rule corresponds to the general-to-specific procedure described in Section 3.6 with the maximum lag set at pmax = [12(T /100)1/4 ] and the significance level set at α = 0.1.10 This implies the automatic procedure always selects lag lengths shorter than or equal to the ones using the fixed rule. At the same time, it should be noted that both the fixed case and automatically selected case satisfy the required conditions in the theoretical analysis. Table 1 shows the root mean squared error (RMSE), mean bias, standard deviation (st dev) and coverage probability of an asymptotic 95% confidence interval when N = 100 and T = {25, 50, 100}. It also presents the mean values of lag length chosen by the automatic lag selection rule. The results clearly illustrate the bias properties of the estimators and are consistent with the theoretical predictions. The FE estimator suffers from the bias problem. The bias is larger for the SAR than the first AR coefficient estimation for the DGP1. In contrast, for DGP2, the magnitude of the bias is similar between the first AR coefficient and the SAR. For both DGPs, however, the bias of the FE estimator becomes smaller as T grows. Our suggested bias-correction procedure seems to work well in reducing the bias of the FE estimator. For both DGP1 and DGP2, the bias of the BCFE estimator is smaller. Overall, the choice of lag selection methods seems to have little effect on the relative size of the bias among estimators while the selected lags from the automatic procedure clearly depend on the DGPs and estimators.11 For the standard errors required in constructing the asymptotic confidence intervals of the FE 10



We have also tried information criteria for the selection of the AR lag length. See Lee and Phillips (2015) on how information criteria should be modified for dynamic panel data analysis. However, the simulation results are similar to those reported here and we do not report them. 11 Following the suggestion of a referee, we examine the case with T = 10 and find that the bias becomes larger with a smaller number of time series observations for all the estimators. In addition, we also examine the effect of the initial conditions by setting yi0 = 0. The results for DGP1 remain almost unchanged but the bias becomes much smaller for DGP2. The detailed results from this additional simulation analysis are available upon request.
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2 2 estimator α ˆ F (p) and the BCFE estimator α ˆ BF (p), we utilize the variance estimators vˆp,F and vˆp,BF



provided in Section 3.5. In terms of the coverage probability, the BCFE estimator clearly outperforms the FE estimator. The FE estimator has almost zero coverage in many cases, mainly because the asymptotic bias term of order



p pN/T is large and nonnegligible. The performance of the BCFE estimator improves as



T increases. However, its coverage probability of the confidence intervals for DGP2 is close to zero. Theoretically, the dominant term in the bias of the FE estimator, which is of order



p pN/T is



eliminated in the BCFE estimator. Thus, distortion of the coverage frequencies of the confidence intervals of the BCFE estimator comes from the higher order bias. For the purpose of identifying the source of the finite-sample bias, we conduct an additional simulation exercise. Recall that, in Section 3.2, the bias of the FE estimators is decomposed into ‘truncation bias’ and ‘fundamental bias.’ In the simulation, we can directly evaluate the relative contribution of each component because information about the true process can be used. To be more specific, the bias in the simulation can be decomposed as follows: R  1 X  (r) α ˆ F (p) − α(p) R r=1     R T R T X X X X 1 1 (r) (r) (r) (r) ˆ F (r) ))−1 1 ˆ F (r) ))−1 1 (Γ (Γ = x ˜t (p)0˜bt,p  + x ˜t (p)0 ˜t  p p R NT R NT r=1 t=p+1 r=1 t=p+1 {z } | {z } | truncation bias



fundamental bias



where the superscript r signifies the r-th simulated observation in R replications. Table 2 provides such a decomposition of the finite-sample bias of the FE estimator when the data are generated from DGP1 and DGP2 with N = {25, 50, 100} and T = 25. As we expect a decreasing contribution of the truncation bias as lag length increases, we report the bias decomposition when the model is estimated using p = {2, 4, 8}. From the table, we observe that the FE estimator suffers substantially from fundamental bias. An important observation is that there is a tradeoff in the value of p such that, as p increases, the truncation bias vanishes quickly but the fundamental bias increases. 20
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Empirical Applications In this section, we apply our procedure to a panel dataset of micro price series. Our data



are from the American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association (ACCRA) Cost of Living Index produced by the Council of Community and Economic Research. Using the individual good price series from the same data source, Parsley and Wei (1996) and Crucini, Shintani and Tsuruga (2015) estimate the speed of price adjustment toward the long-run law of one price (LOP) across US city pairs in terms of the sum of the AR coefficients (SAR). Here, we estimate the SAR using the dynamic panel estimators by assuming that the rate of convergence is common within the same category of goods. To this end, we construct 11 panels of quarterly Consumer-Price-Index (CPI) categorized good price series over 18 years from 1990Q1 to 2007Q4 (T = 72). In measuring the LOP deviations for each categorized good, we follow Parsley and Wei (1996) and use one benchmark city out of 52 cities to compute intercity price differentials over time (our benchmark city is Albuquerque). Let Pit and P0t be the price of a good in city i and that for the benchmark city, respectively. Then, the LOP deviations are computed as yit = log Pit − log P0t for i = 1, ..., 51. As we pool all the goods in the same category, the total number of cross-sectional observations (N ) will be multiples of 51. All the names of individual goods in our categorization are presented in Table 3. Table 4 reports the estimated sum of the AR coefficients (SAR) for each categorized good using the FE estimator and the BCFE estimator. We use lags selected by sequential rule with the maximum lag set at p = 11 based on the formula pmax = [12(T /100)1/4 ]. The difference between the FE estimator and the BCFE estimator implies a nonnegligible downward bias.
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Conclusion In this paper, we consider the estimation of a dynamic panel autoregressive (AR) process of



possibly infinite order in the presence of individual effects. We approximate and estimate the model
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by letting the order of the AR process of the fitted model increase with the sample size. We study the asymptotic properties of the FE estimator and also investigate their finite-sample properties in simulations. The results indicate that the FE estimator suffers severely from bias, and is not recommended. The bias-corrected estimator is preferred in terms of the mean squared errors. Our results are useful for making statistical inferences regarding quantities that are important in understanding the dynamic nature of an economic variable, such as the long-run effects, without relying on strong assumptions. Although not discussed in this paper, further applications of our results are possible. For example, our estimators would be useful in constructing a model-free impulse response function. See, e.g., Jord`a (2005) and Chang and Sakata (2007) for model-free impulse response functions in time series analysis. It would also be interesting to extend the tests of Granger causality by L¨ utkepohl and Poskitt (1996) that are based on infinite order AR models to panel data. Other applications of an AR model of infinite order would be long-run variance estimation, spectral density estimation and unit root tests. These applications represent a promising future research agenda.



Appendix This appendix presents the proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4. The proofs of the other theorems and most of the lemmas are presented in the supplemental materials. Throughout the appendix, C ∈ (1, ∞) denotes a generic bounded constant, which does not depend on any index and whose actual value varies across occasions. Given a matrix A, we let ||A|| denote the Euclidean matrix norm defined by ||A||2 = tr(A0 A). Also let ||A||1 denote the Banach norm so that ||A||1 = supx6=0 {||Ax||/||x||}, using the Euclidean norm for the vector l, ||l|| = (l0 l)1/2 . For any symmetric matrix A, we let λmin (A) and λmax (A) be the minimum and the maximum eigenvalues of A, respectively. We note that ||A||1 =
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p



λmax (A0 A). When A is symmetric and



positive definite, ||A||1 = λmax (A). Define γk = E(wit wi,t−k ). We let w ¯i,t,τ =



1 (wi,t + · · · + wi,τ ). τ −t+1



We also define w ¯i,t,τ (p) = (w ¯i,t,τ , . . . , w ¯i,t−p+1,τ −p+1 )0 , w ¯t,τ = (w ¯1,t,τ , . . . , w ¯N,t,τ )0 and w ¯t,τ (p) = (w ¯t,τ , . . . , w ¯t−p+1,τ −p+1 ). Similarly, define ¯i,t,τ = (i,t +· · ·+i,τ )/(τ −t+1) and ¯t,τ = (¯ 1,t,τ , . . . , ¯N,t,τ )0 . Let Tp = T − p. Note that Tp = O(T ) if p/T → 0. The following inequalities will be used below: ||A||1 =



p λmax (A0 A) ≤ (tr(A0 A))1/2 = ||A||.



||AB||2 ≤ ||A||21 ||B||2 and ||AB||2 ≤ ||A||2 ||B||21 (See Lewis and Reinsel (1985) and Wiener and Masani (1958)). For any conformable matrices A and D and any square matrix B, ||A0 BD|| ≤ kBk1 ||A|| · ||D||. We repeatedly use the result that there exists C1 > 0 such that the minimum eigenvalue of Γp is greater than C1 for any p and there exists C2 < ∞ such that the the maximum eigenvalue of Γp is smaller than C2 for any p. This result holds under Assumption 1(iii) by Corollary 3.3 (i) and (ii) of Davies (1973). The following lemma is based on the arguments in the proof of Lewis and Reinsel (1985, Theorem 1) or Berk (1974, Lemma 3). ˆ p be an estimator of Γp such that Lemma A.1. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Let Γ 



ˆ 



Γp − Γp = Op (ρN,T,p ) where ρN,T,p = o(1) as N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞. Then, as N → ∞, ˆ p − Γp ||1 = Op (ρN,T,p ), ||(Γ ˆ p )−1 − Γ−1 ||1 = Op (ρN,T,p ) and T → ∞ and p → ∞, we have ||Γ p ˆ p )−1 ||1 = Op (1). and ||(Γ Let ˜bt,p = bt,p −



PT



t0 =p+1 bt0 ,p /Tp



and ˜t = t − ¯p+1,T . The estimation error of the FE estimator



can be decomposed as ˆ F )−1 F1 + (Γ ˆ F )−1 F2 α ˆ F (p) − α(p) = (Γ p p
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where ˆF = Γ p



1 N Tp



T X



x ˜t (p)0 x ˜t (p),



F1 =



t=p+1



T T 1 X 1 X x ˜t (p)0˜bt,p and F2 = x ˜t (p)0 ˜t . N Tp N Tp t=p+1



t=p+1



Note that we can write x ˜t (p) = wt−1 (p) − w ¯p,T −1 (p). Lemma A.2. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with  p  ˆ F − Γp || = Op p/( T min(N, T )) . p/T → 0, then ||Γ p Lemma A.3. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞, then  √ P ˆ F )−1 F1 || = |α | = op (1). In addition, if p2 /T min(N, T ) → 0, then ||`0p (Γ ||F1 || = Op p ∞ k p k=p+1 P  ∞ Op k=p+1 |αk | . Lemma A.4. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with p/T → 0, we have kBk = O √ √  Op p/( N T ) . 







 √  √ ¯p,T −1 (p)0 ¯p+1,T = Op ¯p,T −1 (p)0 ¯p+1,T − B/T = p , N −1 w p/T and N −1 w



Proof. We note that T 1 1 X 0 w ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T = N N Tp2



T X



wt−1 (p)0 m .



t=p+1 m=p+1



We observe that E(wt−1 (p)0 m ) = 0 if t − 1 < m. Let ψk (p) = (ψk , . . . , ψk−p+1 )0 . Since wt−1 = P∞



k=0 ψk t−1−k ,



we have E(wt−1 (p)0 m ) = N σ 2 ψt−1−m (p) if t − 1 ≥ m. Thus, we have that B =E T







1 w ¯p,T −1 (p)0 ¯p+1,T N







T 1 X = 2 Tp



t−1 X



σ 2 ψt−1−m (p).



t=p+2 m=p+1



We observe that  p−1 T 2 X X T  kBk2 = σ 4 4 Tp k=0



t−1 X



t=p+2 m=p+1



2



 2 p−1 T ∞ 2 X X X T  ψt−1−m−k  ≤ σ 4 4 |ψm | = O (p) . Tp k=0



√ Therefore, we have kBk = O( p).
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t=p+2 m=0



(7)



Next, we examine 



2   



1 B 1 0 0 



E w ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T − = tr var w ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T N T N 1 = tr (var(w ¯i,p,T −1 (p)¯ i,p+1,T )) N p−1 1 X var(w ¯i,p−k,T −1−k ¯i,p+1,T ). = N k=0



We also see that 2 var(w ¯i,p−k,T −1−k ¯i,p+1,T ) ≤ E(w ¯i,p−k,T ¯2i,p+1,T ) −1−k 



q q 4 ≤ E(w ¯i,p−k,T −1−k ) E(¯ 4i,p+1,T ). It holds that 4 E(w ¯i,p−k,T −1−k ) =



=



T −1−k T −1−k T −1−k T −1−k 1 X X X X E(wi,t1 wi,t2 wi,t3 wi,t4 ) Tp4 t1 =p−k t2 =p−k t3 =p−k t4 =p−k  2 T −1−k T −1−k 3  X X E(wi,t1 wi,t2 ) Tp4 t1 =p−k t2 =p−k



+



1 Tp4



T −1−k X T −1−k X T −1−k X T −1−k X



 κw (t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 ) = O



t1 =p−k t2 =p−k t3 =p−k t4 =p−k



1 T2







by Assumption 1. Moreover, E(¯ 4i,p+1,T )



1 = 4 ((T − p)E(4it ) + 3Tp (Tp − 1)σ 4 ) = O Tp







1 T2



 .



It therefore follows that 



2



1 B 0



E w =O ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T − N T



p−1 1 X N k=0



r



1 1 T2 T2



! =O



 p  . NT2



Therefore, the Chebyshev inequality shows that 



 √ 



1



p B 0



w 



N ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T − T = Op √N T . Lastly, by (8) and (7), we have



2



  



1



 1 1 0 0 



E w ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T = tr var w ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T + 2 tr BB 0 N N T  p   p   p  = O +O =O . NT2 T2 T2 25



(8)



The Chebyshev inequality gives 



√ 



1



p 0



w 



N ¯p,T −1 (p) ¯p+1,T = Op T .



Lemma A.5. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with p/T →  p  p p/(T min(N, T )) = op (1) and ||F2 + B/T || = Op p/(N T ) = op (1). 0, then ||F2 || = Op Lemma A.6. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. If N → ∞, T → ∞ and p → ∞ with p3 /(N T ) → 0 and p/T → 0, then



p N Tp `0p Γ−1 p (F2 + B/T )/vp →d N (0, 1).



Proof of Theorem 1 Proof. We have ˆ Fp )−1 (F1 + F2 )|| ≤ ||(Γ ˆ Fp )−1 ||1 ||F1 || + ||(Γ ˆ Fp )−1 ||1 ||F2 ||. ||ˆ αF (p) − α(p)|| = ||(Γ ˆ F )−1 ||1 = Op (1). Lemma A.3 gives that ||F1 || = op (1). Lastly, Lemmas A.1 and A.2 give that ||(Γ p ||F2 || = op (1) follows by Lemma A.5.



Proof of Theorem 2 Proof. We note that p N Tp (`0p α ˆ F (p) − `0p α(p) + `0p Γ−1 p B/T ) =



p p p ˆ Fp )−1 F1 + N Tp `0p (Γ ˆ Fp )−1 F2 + N Tp `0p Γ−1 N Tp `0p (Γ p B/T



=



p p p ˆ F )−1 F1 + N Tp `0 ((Γ ˆ F )−1 − Γ−1 )F2 + N Tp `0 Γ−1 (F2 + B/T ). N Tp `0p (Γ p p p p p p



Lemma A.3 states that the first term is of order op (1) by the assumption of the theorem. Lemma A.6 gives that the third term is asymptotically standard normal. Note that p3 N/(T min(N 2 , T 2 )) → 0 implies p3 /(N T ) → 0 and p/T → 0. We now consider the second term. We see that p p ˆ F )−1 − Γ−1 )F2 || ≤ ||`p ||1 ||(Γ ˆ F )−1 − Γ−1 ||1 || N Tp F2 ||. || N Tp `0p ((Γ p p p p 26



p ˆ F )−1 − Γ ˆ −1 ||1 = Op (p/( T min(N, T ))) by Lemmas A.1 and A.2 We have ||`p ||1 = O(1), ||(Γ p p p √ p ˆ F )−1 − and || N Tp F2 || = Op ( pN/ min(T, N )) by Lemma A.5. Therefore, we have || N T `0p ((Γ p √ √ 3/2 N /( T min(N, T ))), which is o (1) under the assumption of the theorem. Γ−1 p p )F2 || = Op (p



Proof of Theorem 3 Before presenting the proof, we provides a lemma that gives the rate of convergence of the bias estimator. Lemma A.7. Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then if N → ∞, T → ∞, and p → ∞ with p2 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, we have ˆ − Bk = op (T ). kB If N → ∞, T → ∞, and p → ∞ with



√



NT



P∞



k=p+1 |αk |



→ 0, p3 /(T min(N, T )) → 0, p2 /T → 0,



and p3 N/(T min(N 2 , T 2 )) → 0, We have ˆ − Bk = Op kB Proof. We first approximate B by T (σ 2



!



p



.



p T min(N, T )



P∞



k=0 ψk /(T



− p))ι = T (σ 2 /((1 −



Pp



k=1 αk )(T



− p))ιp . The



rth element of ψt−1−m (p) is ψt−m−r . Thus, the rth element of B is T X T (T − p)2



t−1 X



2



σ ψt−m−r



t=p+2 m=p+1



T σ2 = (T − p)2



The difference between the kth element of B/T and σ 2 σ2 (T − p)2 =−



=−



T −p−r−1 X



σ2 (T −



p)2



k=0



P∞



k=0 ψk /(T



− p) is



X 1 σ2 ψk T −p k=0



(r + k)ψk −



1 σ2 T −p



p X σ2 σ2 (r + k)ψ k (T − p)2 (T − p)2 k=0



(T − p − r − k)ψk .



k=0



∞



(T − p − r − k)ψk −



k=0 T −p−r−1 X



T −p−r−1 X



∞ X



ψk



k=T −p−r−1



T −p−r−1 X



(r + k)ψk −



k=p+1
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1 σ2 T −p



∞ X k=T −p−r−1



ψk .



√ P → 0 implies N T ∞ k=p+1 |ψk | → 0, this difference is of order   1 1 . O + √ T2 T NT P Thus the difference between B/T and (σ 2 ∞ k=0 ψk /(T − p))ι is of order ! √  √ √ p p p p O =O . + √ T2 T NT T 3/2 min(N, T ) P ˆ Next, we evaluate the order of the difference between B/T and (σ 2 ∞ k=0 ψk /(T − p))ι =



Noting that



(σ 2 /((1 −



√



NT



Pp



P∞



k=p+1 |αk |



k=1 αk )(T



− p))ιp . Under the assumption of Theorem 1, we have



Pp



˜k − k=1 α



Pp



k=1 αk



=



√ op ( p). Therefore, we have 



 √ 



p √ σ2 1 σ2 1 1 



P ιp = op (1). − p+ √ ιp



1 − Pp α



= op T 1− ∞ NT k=1 αk T − p k=1 ˜ k T − p ˆ − Bk = op (T ). If the assumptions for Theorem 2 are satisfied, we have This implies that kB r √  p p X X p p α ˜k − αk = Op + . NT T k=1 k=1 P∞ P P We note that pk=1 αk − ∞ k=p+1 αk . Therefore, we have k=1 αk = − 



  √ r √ 2 2 



p p σ 1 1 σ p 1 



=Op P ιp ιp − + +√



1 − Pp α



1− ∞ T NT T NT k=1 αk T − p k=1 ˜ k T − p ! p p =Op . 3/2 T min(N, T ) Thus, we have the desired result.



We now proceed the proof of Theorem 3 Proof. We have ˆ F )−1 (F1 + F2 + B/T ˆ )|| ||ˆ αBF (p) − α(p)|| = ||(Γ p ˆ Fp )−1 ||1 (||F1 || + ||F2 + B/T || + ||B ˆ − B||/T ). ≤ ||(Γ ˆ Fp )−1 ||1 = Op (1). Lemma A.3 gives that ||F1 || = op (1). By Lemmas A.1 and A.2 give that ||(Γ Lemma A.5, we have ||F2 + B/T || = Op (



p ˆ − B|| = p/(N T ))) = op (1). Lemma A.7 gives ||B
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Proof of Theorem 4 Proof. We note that p p ˆ F )−1 (F1 + F2 + B/T ˆ ) N Tp (`0p α ˆ BF (p) − `0p α(p)) = N Tp `0p (Γ p =



p p ˆ F )−1 F1 + N Tp `0 ((Γ ˆ F )−1 − Γ−1 )(F2 + B/T ) N Tp `0p (Γ p p p p p p ˆ Fp )−1 (B ˆ − B/T ). + N Tp `0p Γ−1 N Tp `0p (Γ p (F2 + B/T ) +



Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, we have



p N Tp `0p Γ−1 p (F2 + B/T )/vp →d N (0, 1) by Lemma



p ˆ F )−1 F1 || = op (1) by Lemma A.3. We also have A.6 and || N Tp `0p (Γ p p p ˆ F )−1 − Γ−1 )(F2 + B/T )|| ≤ ||`p ||1 ||(Γ ˆ F )−1 − Γ−1 ||1 || N Tp (F2 + B/T )||. || N Tp `0p ((Γ p p p p p ˆ p−1 ||1 = Op (p/ T min(N, T )) by Lemmas A.1 and A.2 and ˆ Fp )−1 − Γ We have ||`p ||1 = O(1), ||(Γ √ p √ ˆ Fp )−1 − Γ−1 || N T (F2 + B/T )|| = Op ( p) by Lemma A.5. Therefore, we have || N Tp `0p ((Γ p )(F2 + p B/T )|| = Op (p3/2 / T min(N, T )), which is op (1) under the assumption of the theorem. Lastly, by Lemma A.7, we have p p ˆ F )−1 (B ˆ − B)/T || ≤||`p ||1 ||(Γ ˆ F )−1 ||1 || N Tp (B ˆ − B)/T || || N Tp `0p (Γ p p ! √ p N p = Op = op (1). T min(N, T )
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Table 1: Finite sample performance of estimators when N =100



DGP1: φ = 0.5 (α1 = 0.900, SAR automatic pˆ mean lag αˆ1 RMSE mean bias st dev cp [ SAR RMSE mean bias st dev cp fixed pˆ mean lag αˆ1 RMSE mean bias st dev cp [ SAR RMSE mean bias st dev cp



FE 50



100



T =25



BCFE 50



100



8.91 0.035 -0.031 0.016 0.493 0.125 -0.121 0.031 0.001 10 0.036 -0.033 0.016 0.468 0.133 -0.131 0.026 0.000



9.70 0.017 -0.013 0.011 0.766 0.060 -0.057 0.019 0.032 12 0.017 -0.013 0.011 0.758 0.066 -0.064 0.017 0.018



5.03 0.033 -0.021 0.026 0.815 0.067 -0.060 0.030 0.383 8 0.045 -0.036 0.026 0.662 0.090 -0.085 0.030 0.353



6.06 0.017 -0.005 0.016 0.927 0.032 -0.026 0.019 0.666 10 0.018 -0.008 0.016 0.909 0.039 -0.033 0.021 0.740



7.20 0.011 -0.001 0.011 0.944 0.018 -0.012 0.013 0.819 12 0.011 -0.002 0.011 0.943 0.020 -0.014 0.015 0.882



= 0.993) 5.52 7.19 0.128 0.057 -0.125 -0.055 0.027 0.016 0.001 0.060 0.123 0.055 -0.121 -0.054 0.021 0.008 0.000 0.000 8 10 0.146 0.061 -0.143 -0.059 0.026 0.017 0.000 0.045 0.141 0.059 -0.140 -0.059 0.018 0.007 0.000 0.000



8.63 0.026 -0.023 0.011 0.403 0.024 -0.024 0.003 0.000 12 0.027 -0.024 0.011 0.383 0.026 -0.026 0.003 0.000



7.11 0.084 -0.080 0.026 0.101 0.091 -0.090 0.011 0.000 8 0.089 -0.085 0.027 0.080 0.094 -0.093 0.012 0.000



7.32 0.035 -0.031 0.016 0.480 0.044 -0.044 0.005 0.000 10 0.038 -0.034 0.017 0.429 0.046 -0.046 0.006 0.000



7.74 0.016 -0.012 0.011 0.780 0.021 -0.021 0.003 0.000 12 0.017 -0.013 0.011 0.762 0.022 -0.022 0.003 0.000



T =25 = 0.643) 7.68 0.093 -0.089 0.026 0.055 0.288 -0.283 0.052 0.000 8 0.095 -0.092 0.026 0.047 0.297 -0.293 0.044 0.000



DGP2: φ = 0.99 (α1 = 1.390, SAR automatic pˆ mean lag αˆ1 RMSE mean bias st dev cp [ SAR RMSE mean bias st dev cp fixed pˆ mean lag αˆ1 RMSE mean bias st dev cp [ SAR RMSE mean bias st dev cp



Notes: Root mean square error (RMSE), mean of finite sample bias (mean bias), standard deviation (st dev) and coverage probability of 95% confidence interval (cp) of fixed effects estimator (FE) and biascorrected fixed effects estimator (BCFE). Lag length is either selected by the sequential rule (automatic lag) with the maximum lag set at [12(T /100)1/4 ] or by the fixed rule (fixed lag) of [12(T /100)1/4 ]. 10,000 replications.



Table 2: Decomposition of the finite sample bias of FE estimator when T = 25



N DGP1: φ = 0.5 (α1 = αˆ1 25 total trunc fund 50 total trunc fund 100 total trunc fund [ SAR 25 total trunc fund 50 total trunc fund 100 total trunc fund



FE p=2 p=4 p=8 0.900, SAR = 0.643) -0.076 -0.062 -0.094 -0.033 -0.001 0.000 -0.043 -0.061 -0.094 -0.075 -0.062 -0.093 -0.033 -0.001 0.000 -0.042 -0.060 -0.093 -0.075 -0.061 -0.092 -0.033 -0.001 0.000 -0.041 -0.059 -0.092 -0.113 -0.137 -0.300 -0.036 -0.006 0.000 -0.077 -0.131 -0.300 -0.112 -0.136 -0.295 -0.036 -0.006 0.000 -0.076 -0.130 -0.295 -0.111 -0.134 -0.293 -0.036 -0.006 0.000 -0.075 -0.128 -0.293



DGP2: φ = 0.99 (α1 = 1.390, αˆ1 25 total -0.152 trunc -0.056 fund -0.096 50 total -0.150 trunc -0.056 fund -0.095 100 total -0.149 trunc -0.056 fund -0.093 [ SAR 25 total -0.104 trunc -0.012 fund -0.093 50 total -0.103 trunc -0.011 fund -0.091 100 total -0.102 trunc -0.011 fund -0.091



SAR = 0.993) -0.118 -0.147 -0.002 0.000 -0.116 -0.147 -0.116 -0.145 -0.002 0.000 -0.115 -0.145 -0.115 -0.143 -0.002 0.000 -0.113 -0.143 -0.109 -0.143 -0.002 0.000 -0.107 -0.143 -0.108 -0.141 -0.002 0.000 -0.106 -0.141 -0.107 -0.140 -0.002 0.000 -0.105 -0.140



Notes: Mean of the components of finite sample bias. The total finite sample bias (total) is decomposed into the truncation bias (trunc) and the fundamental bias (fund). 10,000 replications.



Table 3: List of goods CPI categorization 1 Food at home



ACCRA categorization T-bone steak, Ground beef, Frying chicken, Chunk light tuna, Whole milk, Eggs, Margarine, Parmesan cheese, Potatoes, Bananas, Lettuce, Bread, Coffee, Sugar, Corn flakes, Sweat peas, Peaches, Shortening, Frozen corn, Soft drink



2



Food away from home



Hamburger sandwich, Pizza, Fried chicken



3



Alcoholic beverages



Beer, Wine



4



Shelter



Apartment, Home purchase price, Mortgage rate, Monthly payment



5



Fuel and other utilities



Total home energy cost, Telephone



6



Household furnishings and operations



Facial tissues, Dishwashing powder, Dry cleaning, Major appliance repair



7



Men’s and boy’s apparel



Men’s dress shirt



8



Private transportation



Auto maintenance, Gasoline



9



Medical care



Doctor office visit, Dentist office visit



10



Personal care



Haircut, Beauty salon, Toothpaste, Shampoo



11



Entertainment



Newspaper subscription, Movie, Bowling, Tennis balls



Table 4: Sum of the AR coefficients estimates Goods category 1



N 1020



2



153



3



102



4



204



5



102



6



204



7



51



8



102



9



102



10



204



11



204



FE 0.687 (0.005) 0.662 (0.014) 0.753 (0.014) 0.820 (0.008) 0.768 (0.014) 0.675 (0.012) 0.702 (0.029) 0.504 (0.026) 0.695 (0.016) 0.753 (0.011) 0.755 (0.011)



BCFE 0.726 (0.005) 0.713 (0.014) 0.780 (0.014) 0.848 (0.008) 0.797 (0.015) 0.721 (0.012) 0.748 (0.029) 0.580 (0.026) 0.741 (0.016) 0.789 (0.011) 0.793 (0.011)



Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. Sample periods are from January 1990 to December 2007 (T = 72).
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